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What If You Had Animal Ears?
2016-01-05

if you could have any animal s ears whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning and
your ears weren t yours what if you had animal ears explores what would happen if you looked
in the mirror and saw an animal s ears instead of your own the next imaginative book in the
what if you had series explores incredible ears from the animal kingdom from the elephant s
tremendous ears to the jack rabbit s mood ears discover what it would be like if you had these
special ears and find out why your ears are just the right ones for you

What If You Had Animal Hair?
2014-01-07

if you could have any animal s hair whose would you choose if you had a polar bear s double
coat you would never have to wear a hat when playing in the snow if you had reindeer hair it
could help you stay afloat in water and if you had a porcupine s hair no bully would ever
bother you again what if you had animal hair is a follow up to the adorable what if you had
animal teeth each spread will feature a photographic image of the animal and its hair on the
left and an illustration of a child with that animal s hair on the right as in animal teeth
the illustrations will be humorous and will accompany informative text

What If You Had Animal Teeth?
2017-01-31



if you could have any animal s front teeth whose would you choose what if you had animal teeth
takes children on a fun informative and imaginative journey as they explore what it would be
like if their own front teeth were replaced by those of a different animal featuring a dozen
animals beaver great white shark narwhal elephant rattlesnake naked mole rat hippopotamus
crocodile and more this book explores how different teeth are especially adapted for an animal
s survival at the end of the book children will discover why their own teeth are just right
for them and they ll also get a friendly reminder to take good care of their teeth because
they re the only teeth they ll ever have each spread features a photograph of the animal using
its specialized teeth on the left and a humorous illustrated image of a child using that
animal s teeth on the right

What If You Had Animal Feet?
2015-02-24

if you could have any animal s feet whose would you choose what if you had animal feet is the
next book in the successful what if series by sandra markle illustrated by howard mcwilliam
following the very popular what if you had animal teeth and what you if had animal hair this
latest edition will teach kids about the amazing variety of feet in the animal kingdom and
their specialty functions from cheetahs fast feet to mountain goats nimble climbing hooves to
flies sticky feet each animal profile will include a photo as well as illustrations of kids
with animal feet that are sure to make kids laugh

What If You Had An Animal Nose?
2016-12-27



if you could have any animal s nose whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning and
your nose wasn t yours what if you had an animal nose the next imaginative book in the what if
you had series explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw an animal s nose
instead of your own from the elephant s long trunk to a rhino s pointy horn discover what it
would be like if you had these special noses and find out why your nose is just the right one
for you

What If You Had Animal Eyes?
2017-08-29

if you could have any animal s eyes whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning and
your eyes weren t yours what if you had animal eyes the next imaginative book in the what if
you had series explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw a pair of animal
eyes instead of your own from the chameleon s eyes that can point in different directions to
the colossal squid s eyes that shine in the dark discover what it would be like if you had
these special eyes and find out why your eyes are just the right ones for you

What If You Had Animal Scales!?
2021-11-02

if you could have any animal s coat whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning and
discovered your body was covered in an animal s scales feathers or fur instead of your own
skin how would that change your life what if you had animal scales is the next imaginative
book in sandra markle s popular what if you had series if you had a chinchilla s fur you d
never need to worry about bug spray if you had a hammerhead shark s scales you d be the



fastest swimmer on the team and if you had a honeybee s coat you d always bring home the
biggest haul on halloween discover what your life would be like if you had these special coats
and find out why your skin is just right for you

What If You Had T. Rex Teeth?: And Other Dinosaur Parts
2018-12-26

if you could have any dinosaur body part which would you choose what if you woke up one
morning and you had sprouted a dinosaur body part overnight what if you had t rex teeth the
next imaginative book in the what if you had series explores what would happen if you looked
in the mirror and saw that you had become part dino from a velociraptor s sharp sickle tipped
toes to a t rex s giant curved teeth and from the body armor of an ankylosaurus to the long
neck of a brachiosaurus discover what it would be like if you had one of these wild dinosaur
parts readers will also learn what makes a dinosaur a dinosaur and why they aren t still
around today

What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?
2009-06-15

a nose for digging ears for seeing eyes that squirt blood explore the many amazing things
animals can do with their ears eyes mouths noses feet and tails in this interactive guessing
book beautifully illustrated in cut paper collage which was awarded a caldecott honor this
title has been selected as a common core text exemplar grades k 1 read aloud informational
text



Animal Teeth
2018-07-01

animals do not brush their teeth but they still have ways to keep their teeth clean read to
find out how paired to the fiction title going to the zoo

The Animal Book
2013-10-17

the wonders of the natural world come to life in full colour in the ultimate book on animals
and insects the animal book is the complete guide to the natural world for curious children
and budding naturalists from the tiny toadstool to the giant oak the smallest spider to the
largest elephant the wonders of life are here to see in stunning photo galleries with over 1
500 species of animals and plants to learn about the animal book is perfect for school
projects and homework the tree of life at the start of the book will show you how species are
connected as well as guiding you through everything from microscopic life to fish birds
reptiles and mammals ever wondered how a polar bear looks when trying to catch fish amazing
full page pictures show you animals in their natural habitats going about their lives fact
boxes and amazing galleries take you on a complete learning journey the animal book really is
the ultimate book on the natural world from a moeba to z ebra

What If You Could Spy Like a Narwhal!?
2021-01-05



if you could have any animal s superpower whose would you choose what if you woke up one
morning and you suddenly had the superpower of an unusual animal if you could fly like a
colugo taking out the trash would be a breeze if you could shock like an electric eel you d
never worry about the power going out during a storm and if you could spy like a narwhal you d
never lose a game of hide and seek with zany illustrations and amazing true facts what if you
could spy like a narwhal continues a new series from bestselling creators sandra markle and
howard mcwilliam the what if you could books have all the appeal of the what if you had titles
but focus on animal superpowers and feature a fresh design

An Immense World
2022-06-30

winner of the 2023 royal society trivedi science book prize discover the world as you ve never
seen it before through the eyes of animals immersive and mind blowing peter wohlleben author
of the hidden life of trees the earth teems with sights and textures sounds and vibrations
smells and tastes electric and magnetic fields but every animal is enclosed within its own
unique sensory bubble perceiving only a tiny sliver of this world in an immense world ed yong
coaxes us beyond the confines of our own senses welcoming us into previously unfathomable
dimensions the world as it is truly perceived by other animals showing us that in order to
understand our world we don t need to travel to other places we need to see through other eyes
the perfect christmas gift for nature lovers a new york times guardian economist spectator
times literary supplement and new statesman book of the year winner of 2023 carnegie medal for
excellence in nonfiction suffused with magic siddhartha mukherjee author of the song of the
cell a book that prompts awe at the world around us sunday times



An Animal ABC
2016-10-01

this is a stunning art and reference book for children and adults to pore over this animal abc
features the dazzling a is for armadillo and g is for grizzly bear o is for okapi and v is for
viper this strange menagerie of animals will delight with its curious selection of creatures
in wonderful popping colours with a lovely rhyme running throughout this will delight children
of all ages printed on extra thick paper and with very high design and production values this
is a truly wonderful abc to treasure

My Very First Book of Food
2007-06-21

feast your eyes on the latest split page board books from eric carle in the sumptuous my very
first book of food children can match each animal with the food it eats do you know what a
squirrel eats how about a seal in my very first book of motion children can match each animal
with the way it moves which animal hops which one waddles only you can match them these fun
books are full of bright animals and are lots of fun for young children

If Animals Went to School
2019-05-14

don t miss the other books in this adorable series if animals kissed good night if animals
said i love you and if animals celebrated christmas what if animals did what you do this sweet



story describes what animals might do in the classroom if animals went to school what would
they do beaver would practice counting with sticks goat would snack on the storybooks and at
recess goose would glide down giraffe s neck slide across the animal kingdom every creature
would learn play and make new friends

A Loving, Faithful Animal
2021-12-02

a haunting and vivid novel which excavates an australia rarely seen in literature new year s
eve 1990 small town australia the mysterious death of the family dog pushes jack a vietnam
veteran suffering from severe ptsd into one of his periodic vanishing acts his eccentric
brother les remains next door a gentle fixer upper whose loyalties are increasingly torn
between jack and his wife evelyn this time evelyn lets jack stay gone she is rapidly
disappearing herself lost in recollections of a vibrant youth as her eldest daughter lani
seems intent on misspending her own and at the heart of it all is lani s little sister ru who
sees everything and yet is overlooked a loving faithful animal is an unforgettable
interrogation of ruins redemption and reasons why

QI: The Book of Animal Ignorance
2009-01-08

join qi s expedition into the animal kingdom to encounter 100 of its most remarkable subjects
marvel at the elephants that walk on tiptoe pigs that shine in the dark and the woodlouse that
drinks through its bottom albatrosses can fly non stop for ten years without touching the
ground box jellyfish have twenty four eyes geese mourn their dead koalas don t drink monkeys



pay to look at porn lobsters live for a century mice sing while having sex spiders can fly

So Human an Animal
2021-01-04

is the human species becoming dehumanized by the condition of his environment so human an
animal is an attempt to address this broad concern and explain why so little is being done to
address this issue the book sounds both an urgent warning and offers important policy insights
into how this trend toward dehumanization can be halted and finally reversed

Essential Student Texts: Animal Farm
2021-11-02

dreaming of a life of freedom and equality the animals of manor farm stage an uprising against
their negligent human master mr jones however their dream rapidly turns sour and most of the
animals don t realise that one form of tyranny has replaced another until it is too late this
edition comes with accessible and informative notes

Why Anteater's Tongue Is So Long: And Other Ways Animals Are
Equipped for Life
2008

the animal that therefore i am is the long awaited translation of the complete text of jacques



derrida s ten hour address to the 1997 cérisy conference entitled the autobiographical animal
the third of four such colloquia on his work the book was assembled posthumously on the basis
of two published sections one written and recorded session and one informal recorded session
the book is at once an affectionate look back over the multiple roles played by animals in
derrida s work and a profound philosophical investigation and critique of the relegation of
animal life that takes place as a result of the distinction dating from descartes between man
as thinking animal and every other living species that starts with the very fact of the line
of separation drawn between the human and the millions of other species that are reduced to a
single the animal derrida finds that distinction or versions of it surfacing in thinkers as
far apart as descartes kant heidegger lacan and levinas and he dedicates extended analyses to
the question in the work of each of them the book s autobiographical theme intersects with its
philosophical analysis through the figures of looking and nakedness staged in terms of derrida
s experience when his cat follows him into the bathroom in the morning in a classic
deconstructive reversal derrida asks what this animal sees and thinks when it sees this naked
man yet the experiences of nakedness and shame also lead all the way back into the mythologies
of man s dominion over the beasts and trace a history of how man has systematically displaced
onto the animal his own failings or bêtises the animal that therefore i am is at times a
militant plea and indictment regarding especially the modern industrialized treatment of
animals however derrida cannot subscribe to a simplistic version of animal rights that fails
to follow through in all its implications the questions and definitions of life to which he
returned in much of his later work

The Animal that Therefore I Am
2016-09-01

the new york times bestseller i wanted to know what they were experiencing and why to us they



feel so compelling and so close this time i allowed myself to ask them the question that for a
scientist was forbidden fruit who are you weaving decades of field observations with exciting
new discoveries about the brain carl safina s landmark book offers an intimate view of animal
behavior to challenge the fixed boundary between humans and animals travelling to the
threatened landscape of kenya to witness struggling elephant families work out how to survive
poaching and drought then on to yellowstone national park to observe wolves sort out the
aftermath of one pack s personal tragedy the book finally plunges into the astonishingly
peaceful society of killer whales living in the crystalline waters of the pacific northwest
beyond words brings forth powerful and illuminating insight into the unique personalities of
animals through extraordinary stories of animal joy grief jealousy anger and love the
similarity between human and nonhuman consciousness self awareness and empathy calls us to re
evaluate how we interact with animals wise passionate and eye opening at every turn beyond
words is ultimately a graceful examination of humanity s place in the world

Beyond Words
2019-11-08

this unique book brings together research and theorizing on human animal relations animal
advocacy and the factors underlying exploitative attitudes and behaviors towards animals why
do we both love and exploit animals assembling some of the world s leading academics and with
insights and experiences gleaned from those on the front lines of animal advocacy this
pioneering collection breaks new ground synthesizing scientific perspectives and empirical
findings the authors show the complexities and paradoxes in human animal relations and reveal
the factors shaping compassionate versus exploitative attitudes and behaviors towards animals
exploring topical issues such as meat consumption intensive farming speciesism and effective
animal advocacy this book demonstrates how we both value and devalue animals how we can



address animal suffering and how our thinking about animals is connected to our thinking about
human intergroup relations and the dehumanization of human groups this is essential reading
for students scholars and professionals in the social and behavioral sciences interested in
human animal relations and will also strongly appeal to members of animal rights organizations
animal rights advocates policy makers and charity workers

Why We Love and Exploit Animals
2011

in the jungle the animals toes are twitching their bodies are wiggling and their wings are
flapping as they teach children how to do the animal boogie

The Animal Boogie
2021-06-01

sharp and unyielding i loved every page rory power new york times bestselling author of wilder
girls for fans of sadie comes a heart pounding thriller about two girls with a secret no one
would ever believe and the wild desperate lengths they will go to protect each other from the
outside world jo s mother disappeared fifteen years ago everyone knows what happened to her
she was wild and bad things happen to girls like that now people are starting to talk about jo
she s turning out just like her mom and like her jo does have a secret it s not what people
think though not a boy or a drug habit jo has a twin sister the thing is no one s ever seen jo
s sister so when she attacks a boy from town everyone assumes that it was jo now everyone
thinks jo is a liar that she s crazy that she s dangerous but jo is telling the truth and that
s the last thing her sister wants a compelling unpredictable and uncompromisingly dark debut



kirkus

Some Kind of Animal
2022-07-21

a tongue in cheek field guide to the deadliest animals on earth from tiktok star mndiaye 97
let s be clear mamadou ndiaye knows a whole lot of animals that can and will end you but he
has no plans to let these strange and horrifying creatures cash in his life insurance policy
now the tiktok star is turning his engaging entertaining and informative takes on animal
biology and behaviour into this hilarious guide to the world s most deadly creatures these
include sperm whales with a call so strong it can vibrate you to death meerkats or the most
homicidal mammals on earth hyenas which eat their prey while it is still alive hippos which
have no soul and answer to no god and a golf ball sized octopus that can erase twenty six
people with one bite you ll learn not only which animals to avoid but which ones can beat you
in a footrace which ones create surprisingly high body counts and which ones will give you a
good reason never to venture into the ocean mamadou also offers the occasional survival tip
even if it is just to make peace with your higher power from the moose aka the antlered grim
reaper to the cassowary jurassic bullshit with feathers this is nature like you never want to
meet it in real life

100 Animals That Can F*cking End You
2017

the next imaginative book in the what if you had series explores what would happen if kids had
the eyes of a chameleon or a squid readers can discover what it would be like to have an



animal s eyes and find out why their own eyes are just right full color

What If You Had Animal Eyes?
2017

discusses the ways that different animals use their hair to survive including the polar bear
reindeer and porcupine

What If You Had Animal Hair!?
2005

three brothers struggle to stay together after their parents death as they search for an
identity among the conflicting values of their adolescent society in which they find
themselves outsiders

The Outsiders
1997-02-27

this is the story of how one by one a man found himself a family almost nowhere in fiction is
there a stranger dearer or funnier family and the life that the members of the animal
familylive together there in the wilderness beside the sea is as extraordinary and as
enchanting as the family itself 1966 newbery honor book best illustrated children s book 1965
year s best juvenile 1965 nyt



The Animal Family
1986-01-01

in letter from birmingham jail martin luther king jr explains why blacks can no longer be
victims of inequality

I Used to be an Animal But I'm All Right Now
2017-07-02

interactive and engaging ultimate spotlight polar animals gives children a closer look at the
amazing animals that live in the coldest regions on earth discover animals in the arctic and
antarctica turn a page to reveal a big pop up of polar bears on an ice sheet rotate a wheel to
see penguins dive into cold waters and open the big flaps to see how the animals change during
the summer months flaps pull tabs pop ups lots of interactive and moveable parts to keep kids
engaged detailed illustrations that beg to be pored over again and again a captivating
adventure that shows young children how different animals of the arctic and antarctica survive
the extreme weather conditions fans ofultimate spotlight tm polar animals will also enjoy the
interactive learning of other books in the ultimate spotlight tm series includingrain forest
animals savanna animals dinosaurs firefighters trains andastronauts great family and classroom
read aloud book books for 5 and up books for kindergarten and early elementary school students
chock full of age appropriate information this book is an exciting introduction to animal life
in the polar regions



Letter from the Birmingham Jail
2021-08-19

if you could have any animal s home whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning and
discovered you were living inside a wild animal s home instead of your own how would that
change your daily life what if you had an animal home is the next imaginative book in sandra
markle s popular what if you had series if you had a honeybee s home you d always have room
service if you had a meerkat s home you d play hide and seek for hours and a hermit crab s
home would follow you wherever you go the animal kingdom has tons of amazing homes but yours
is pretty great too discover what your life would be like if you had these special animal
homes and find out why your home is just right for you

What If You Had Animal Eyes?
2024-05-07

hailed as the most radical repackaging of the bible since gutenberg these pocket canons give
an up close look at each book of the bible

Ultimate Spotlight: Polar Animals
1999

if you could have any animal s tongue whose would you choose what if you woke up one morning
and your tongue wasn t yours what if you had an animal tongue the next imaginative book in the
what if you had series explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw an



animal s tongue instead of your own from a komodo dragon s split yellow tongue which can
detect food from five miles away to a woodpecker s long thorny tongue used to dig into trees
for food discover what it would be like if you had these special tongues and find out why your
tongue is just the right one for you

What If You Had an Animal Home!?
2020-09-15

explains how certain animals use their noses to help them survive including a cottontail
rabbit rhinoceros and a hammerhead shark

The First Book of Moses, Called Genesis
1862

What If You Had An Animal Tongue!?
2016-12-27

Reports from Committees



What If You Had an Animal Nose!?
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